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The conjugated organic polymer (CH)x has recently been the subject of extensive 
interest on two counts: 1) In pristine tra11S·(CH>x• EPR and NMR evidence has been 
given for highly mobile spin carriers that carry no charge. These have been interpreted as 
arising from topolo~ical solitons (a localized reversal of the bond alternation pattern). 
The novelty of such spin carriers has stimulated much theoretical and experimental 
interest. 2) Upon doping, the conductivity of (CH)x increases by -10 12 and undergoes 
an apparent insulator-lo-metal transition at -1 % dopant concentration. The possibility 
1h:.at the Japing produces charged solitons rather than band electrons and that with 
increasing d~nsity this soliton gas undergoes a phase trnnstion has also attracted much 
interest. 

In this paper, these two aspects of (CH)x will be discussed. In the first part, spin
echo and CW EPR results for the undoped trans polymer will be presented. We shall 
show that both the magnitude and the temi>erature dependence of the diffusion rate as 
determined from ·the echo measurements should lead to a reconsideration of the soliton 
model. In the second part, magnctiC and transport data obtained in the doped cis polymer 
will be presented showing that doping of (CH)x is .\'ery inhomogeneous. The doped and 
undopcd parts of the polymer appear to be largely distinct, the doped regions being 
metallic. The conductivity changes that have previously been interpreted as arising rrom a 
tr;insitiun within the doped region arc attributed to a change in the topology of these 
regions, i. e .. the occurrence of a percolation threshold in which the metallic regions touch 
;111d form ;111 cssentblly metallic continuum. 

S1>i11 Dyn:imks in trmu·-(CI O,. Fig. I shows T ~·I of the electron spins in (CD)~ as derived 
hy spin-echo mcasurcments2 and T 2 • from CW EPR as functions of temperature. While 
T2 • has ;1 monotoni1.: bdwvi.or as a function of temperature, TM h;1s a minimum valur: of 
I ~O nsec at T 111i 11 = I '.\O K. For T > Tmin• T ~I is an im·rcasing function of temperature 
anti a~n:i.:s wdl with T 2 •; for T < Tmin• TM is a Ciccn .. ·asing function of temperature and 
has n:ry diffc.:n:nt qlues from those of T 2 •, implying that the EPR line is inhomogeneous· 
ly bro:u.kned for these temperatures. The monotonic temperature dependence of T 2 • was 
prc\'iously intl'rprL'll:d as an indic;1tion of a strong narrowing for all tempcr:iturcs. The 
present 111L'JSUfl:01L'lltS indicate that the strong narrowing regime is a proper description 
only for the temperature range T > Tmin. Thus, the data presented show3 that the 
Jiff usi,rn rate of thL' motion is tcmper:iturc·dcpcn<lent and. if this temperature dependence 
c:rn he r1.·pn:sL'lllL'O hy an activated process, then the acti\'ation energy is larger than 130 
K. 
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rig. 1. TM (as dct1:rmined rrom spin-echo experiments) :iml T 2 • (as determined from CW 
EPR) as a function of temperature. The TM data presented arc on two different samples 
indicated hy • anJ +. The T 2 • data are indicated by o. 

Al the position of the minimum in TM• the determination or the diffusion rate D from 
the echo measurements has two advanlagcs. First, the. diffusion rate can be determined 
readily from the relationship 

DT = c (I) 

where ~ is the time scp~1r;iting the 90° and . ::10° ·pulses. Although the ''aluc of C depends 
on the dr.:t~ils uf the particular model used. r r the commonly accepted 111odcls of either ld 
or quasi- Id Jiffusion C = 6. Thus D as detc mined fron1 ( l) is indcpcncknt of the model, 
i. t'. of whether th\.! motion is 1 d or qu;.isi-1 d. This should be contrast ct! with lhc slrong 
dcpcnd~ncc on dimension of D as determined from the EPR line\vidth, a variation by a 
bcror of - IO. Second, ;,iny other technique for dr.:tcrmining D requires knowledge of 
\.'ithcr the lincwhhh of static spins (EPR) or the h)'lwrfinc coupling between the proton 
and \.'kc1ron spins (N~IR). In determining D from echo measurements at the position of 
the minimum, no adJitional parameters arr.: required. 

The determination of D at any temp 
minimum of T !\I requires a specific model. 
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indicate that the Jiffusion is not one-dimensional. If one 1 urthcr modifies this estimate by 
assuming a spin cklocaliz::ition o\'er 1 S sites, as rcquin.•tl by the soli1on model, the upper 
bound for thc diffusion rate becomes -10 11 sec- 1• Thus, even this upper bound, which 
must ~rossl\' O\'crcstimatc the trul! rate, is lower by a factor of at least 100 than the rate 
of -10 13 s~c- 1 infcm;d from NMR. 

We may summarize the results of the sr:in-echo data experiments: 1) The spin 
diffusion rates arc significantly lower than the values previously determined by NMR and 
cxpcctcd by the soliton moc.lel. 2) The activation energy of the diffusion is of the order of 
hundreds of degrees at least, much higher than that expected from the soliton model. 
These results should lead to a reconsideration of the soliton model. 

lnsulalor-10-Mclal Transition of Doped (CH)". f'ig. 2 shows the tcri1pcrature dependence 
of the spin susceptibility of cis-( CH)x doped with various levels of AsF 5 in the tempera
ture range I 00 < T < 300 K. For comparison, the susceptibility of pristine cis-(CH)x is 
also shown in this figure. It is clearly seen that doping increases the spin susceptibility 
and that the spin susceptibility generated by doping has hardly any temperature depend
ence in this temperature regime, even for the lowest concentration ,of dopant (0.3%). )f 

doping were homogeneous, then at least for the lower conccntrntions the electrons would 
be expected to occupy localized, non-overlapping states, giving rise to a spin susceptibility 
having a Curie type of temperature dependence. Since the susceptibility is temperature
inucpcndent, banding apparently occurs. Thus, the impurity states must overlap even for 
the lowest dopant concentration, which would require inhomogeneity. Moreover, we find 
a linear relationship between the magnitude of the susceptibility and the dopant concen
tration over a broad range of concentrations (0.3% to 12~·b), suggesting that the effective 
trnnsfer integral is concentration-independent. This would indeed be the case if metallic 
dom<iins w~re formed in the (Cl-I)x matrix. The efrect of increasing the concentration 
wou!J be to increase the size of these domains and/or to increase their number so that 
e\'cntually enough would be in essential contact to create percolation paths. While the 
transition lo such a situation \VOtJld be expected to affect the transport properties consid
er~1bly, no similar effect is expected for the magnetic susceptibility. And indeed, neither 
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1hc tcmpi.?r~nure dependence of the susccptihility. nor its magnitude shows any imlication of • 
the semiconductor-to-metal transition apparently seen in the conducti\'ity at the level of 
about I% doping. 

As for the conductivity, in the low-concentration regime the low-field (ohmic) 
resistance has the tcmpcraturc depcndcnce4 exp(T 0 /T) 112• Al high electric fields, namely 
when the voltage drop between neighboring grains is much larger than lhe thermal energy, 
the resistance slwultl have a field dependence given by the cquation 5 

(2) 

Figure 3 shows the field dependence of the resistance in the temperature range 4.2-10 K. 
The field dependence follows equation (2) with a temperature-independent E

0 
::::: 

2 x 105 V /cm. By applying a similar analysis to that used for granular metals, we have 
determined the average separation of the metallic grains for the studied sample to be 
60 A. Thus. our studies on doped {CI-Ox for concentrations below the "insulator-to
mctal transition" indicate the existence of mctaJlic dom:iins with high tunneling barriers 
between them, analogous to granular metals below the percolation threshold. Measure
ments on concentrations above this transition show a much wcakcr.·tcmperature and field 
dependence, indicating that barriers still exist but that they are much reduced and that 
both the temperature dependence and the field dependence of the conductivity can be 
undi.?rstood by fluctuation-induced tunneling. 

We may summarize the conclusi~ns about doped mat_erials. 1) The doping of (CH)x 
is inhomogcm.·ous for all concentrations of dopant. A phase separation exists between the 
doped :111d undoped parts of the polymer and metallic clusters exhibiting Pauli-like 
susceptibility are formed in the doped parts. 2) The conducti_vity results, which were 
previously interpreted as indicative of an insulator-lo-metal transition, can be understood 
in terms of the existence of two structural regimes: a) a dielectric regime in which isolated 
mct:illic partides are dispersed in the undopcd polymer, yielding a low conducti\'ity 
involving thermal activation, and b) a metallic regime where there are percolation paths 
via metallic domains that are very close and separated by only small barriers. 
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